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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HARLAN STONE

Henry Ratz, AHPS member in California, has agreed to
become editor of Tell and will taxe over from acting edi-
tor Felix Ganz probably before the end of this year . Now
in "retirement" on a ranch, Henry has worked many years in
magazine production, has been a free-lance book designer,
and is tri-lingual in German, French and English . Having
grown up in Biel, he still has contacts in Switzerland who
can help provide editorial material for Tell . This

appointment will enable new AHPS officers to take over in January
with confidence in the future strength of our society.

In this issue appear the names of AHPS members nomin-
ated for 1983-84 elected offices . As chairman of the
nomination committee (and as your outgoing president), I
strongly recommend this slate of seven . It has proved its
abilities on either the national level in the case of four
present officers er the local level in the case of three
others . The committee has also lined up qualified and will-
ing members for appointments as chairmen of the various
AHPS committees and services . with this core of dedicated

members ready to move AHPS forward next year, I believe our
society has overcome recent problems due to turnover in
some of our offices this year.

because of the wide interest in the Standing Helvetia
issue among AHPS members, Vice President Dale Eggen is co-
ordinating a project to translate the new German/French
book on this subject, which Tell reviewed in its June/July
issue . Through the AHPS Swiss Philatelic Literature Research
Group, which Dale chairs, we are seeking permission from
the four Swiss authors for several members of the group to
share the translation work . Plans call for serialization of
the resulting English text in Tell.

AHPS has formed a third local chapter for members in
the Baltimore/Washington area . Called the Chesapeake Chapter,
it held its initial meeting on June 27 and was scheduled to
meet again on Sept . 12 to kick off a bimonthly schedule . If
you're interested in attending, write Secretary Dick Hall,
one of the organizers, at Box 2425, Gaithersburg, MD 20879.
AHPS's two other chapters are for members in the Northern

New Jersey and Boston areas . Attempts to form chapters in
the Chicago and Washington/Oregon/British Columbia areas
have proved fruitless so far . if you would like to try to
organize a chapter in your area, please write me for initial
assistance.
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ITZY - BITZIES FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM
Well, ladies and gentlemen -- here wo areagain, pinch-hitting
for a few months so that you may receive your TELL regularly:
(We hope : :) -- You may have to put up with a return to less
beautiful type and you will be captive audience to news on
philatelic matters from Switzerland, Liechtenstein and U .N.
Geneva as they are received here ; but it is very much hoped
that a number of members will help, by taking on a specific
column, to make TELL ' s contents varied and interesting . We
are looking for the following columnists:

Liechtenstein

	

U .N .Geneva
Postal Stationery

	

Postage Dues
Postal History

	

New Issues
Beginners' Information

	

Airmail and Flights
Printing Techniques

	

Varieties and Flaws
Pre-stamp Period

	

Swiss and FL History
RPO and Ship Mail

	

Cancellations
Thus, if fourteen members are willing to contribute ONE page
each every other month or so, we shall be in business and of
interest to the great majority of our members . In addition
writers of individual, major articles on any phase of CH/FL/
UNGva philately are herewith solicited to come forward and
to share their specialized knowledge with close to 500 other
philatelists interested in the countries in the center of
the Alps . Maybe there is even a topicalist among our mem -
bership who could guide others on how to organize a topical
collection on some aspect of our common interests.

If no one steps forward, TELL will rapidly deteriorate in-
to a one-man operation -- and knowing this editor ' s special
interests you know what THAT means : cancellation information
upon cancellation information . And who wants that?:

• We also want to revive two or three former TELL features:
one has to do with simple to not so simple questions ; but in
order to answer them, someone has to ask them ; such as : how
to distinguish between papers, color shades, perforations,
gum, minor printing ACCIDENTS vs . actual printing FLAWS and
VARIETIES, fakes and their recognition, etc ., etc ., etc.
The second concerns the Favorite Cover feature, and every
member is urged to go through his/her material and pick one,
write it up in regard to the whys, and provide a decent, re-
produceable xerox . And the third has to do with our defunct
members' trade and barter section . See below for details.

•TRADE AND BARTER ADVERTISEMENTS : If you have something you
care to sell, trade, or buy, follow these instructions : per
LINE of 58 letters and spaces send 50 cents per line to the
editor pro tern, together with the text . Everything, includ-
ing your name and address, counts . Minimum charge is $1 .00.

• A .H .P .S . AUCTIONS : Our new auction manager advises that all
mail to him should be addressed only as follows ; Bill Lucas,
P .O .B . 2067, Glen Ellyn IL 60137.

And mail to the editor should go to : P .O .B.A-3843, Chicago
IL 60690 . Deadline for any issue is the last of prev . month.
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MORE ITZY-BITZIES (Itsy-Bitsies?) FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM:

•By the time this is in your hands the 1983 Zumstein cata-
logues will have been available in Switzerland for about a
month . This includes, of special interest to AHPS members,
the "little" Swiss/Liechtenstein/Campione/UNGeneva annual
catalogue, issued in German and French, and thelarge, two
volume Europe catalogue which, however, will not appear in
full . Only the Europe West book (1216 pages) is being pro-
duced this year while but a supplement (SFr . 8.50 plus
postage) is available for Europe East.
The "little" Zumstein 1983 sells in Switzerland for 10 SFr.
Registered mail delivery to a foreign country adds SFr .6 .50.
The Europe West 1983 has a tag of SFr .55 within Switzerland,
and a hefty sum must be added for postage abroad.
We have not yet seen either catalogue, but anyone having ex-
perienced either in years past will undoubtedly know that
quality is always uppermost in the minds of the publishers.
As agency for the U .S .A. is indicated the firm of Frank Gei-
ger Philatelists, Inc ., POB 3077 (35 Mountain
Ave.), Middletown NY 10940. Address your wants to Henry Gitner there.

*From the Helvetia Catalogue publishers, AufderMaur in Bern,
comes the information that there will be NO 1983 HELVETIA
catalogue ; but they continue their 20% discount offer off
the 1982 catalogue provided that you order exactly accord-
ing to their (Zumstein) number system.

We try to be quite neutral in recommending a somewhat spe-
cialized Swiss catalogue, but we can state that each has its
high standards and therefore a collector will not go wrong
with either of these . Not having seen other Switzerland ca-
talogues from abroad recently, we cannot comment on those.
BUT : we consider it an absolute MUST that every member of
AHPS own a Swiss-produced catalogue . Not only are the list-
ings much more accurate than dear old Scott ; but the illus-
trations are in color, and the prices are accurate and to
the point . Also there are specialties listed such as blocks
of four, used, or some categories of postal stationery or
other annual issues such as Day of the Stamp cards.

•A letter has been received by an AHPS member in a very rural
part of our country who has practically no way of going to
a stamp dealer, of belonging to a local club (there are
none), or of finding information in a library . We shall try
to humor some of the questions of that member (and others
who are in a . similar geographic situation) bypublishing, in
TELLs to come, some very basic information on matters Swiss.

We are indebted to that member for taking pen in hand and
commenting on what he wants to see discussed in TELL . May we
gently urge other readers of this paper to do the same? Only
in such a way can we be of help to our membership. In the
interim : buy a Swiss catalogue and join the sales circuits:

W A T C H T H E
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LI BA '82 — A REPORT (I) by a professional;

OBSERVATIONS ON A BEAUTIFUL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION . By KEA.

On the last Saturday in July, and in the presence of his
Highness, the Hereditary Prince Hans Adam of Liechtenstein,
the tenth Liechtenstein Stamp Exhibition, international,
opened its doors in picturesque Vaduz after an elegant open-
ing ceremony. The country's chief elected government officer
himself gave the keynote address, and the directors of the
Swiss, West German and Austrian postal administrations de-
livered greetings of the Principality's neighbors.

Stamps and Liechtenstein -- that is a twosome which one
does not want to miss any more : On one hand the country's
postage stamps, usually far above average in execution and
production, contribute to popularizing the Principality in
the entire world ; on the other hand their sale provides a
considerable amount of income for the country ' s treasury.
But it is incorrect (although often stated by some) to as-
sume that Liechtenstein is a purely philatelic country
living exclusively from the revenue of its stamp sales . How-

ever, about twenty-five million Swiss francs, or about ten
to twelve percent of the annual budget income are derived
from stamp sales to philatelists . As a result all
government offices and officers display a lot of understanding
for our hobby. Therefore it is not overly surprising that
LIBA '82, in preparation for over two years, was developed
into a show which will not be forgotten quickly . LIBA '82
was not the greatest philatelic exhibition of the last
decade, but it was most likely the most beautiful one,
displaying philatelic delicacies that will be talked about for
a long time, especially since some of them will never be
seen again.
In the official Court of Honor the invited postal adminis-
trations displayed treasures from their respective museums.
Thus one could look at a block of six of Bavaria number one,
obliterated by two millwheel cancellations to perfection,
resulting in an eye-appealing pleasure of first rank . Or
there was the "Eichstatt" letter with its enormously high
amount of postage affixed.
As a whole one noticed that all displayed exhibits concen-
trated on covers and other documents . Unused stamps were
not displayed at all in the classic period of philately ex-
hibits . -- Austria's postal administration showed progres-
sive proofs of her stamps, and Switzerland showed a super
collection of her imperforate issues -- including all of
them on cover : Ernest A . Kehr, curator of the Cardinal
Spellman Museum, personally brought over a museum exhibit
which, however, did not exactly fit the total exhibition ' s
format and which evoked a lot of smiles.
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Most likely the most impressive object displayed -- not for
competition -- was collection number 20 . A philatelist show-
ing under the pseudonym of "Panorama" displayed his treas-
ures, as he mentioned, for the first and last time . Imagine
a gold medal quality collection of Austria, through 1920,
missing only very few pieces, but including postage dues,
newspaper stamps and fiscals, all on cover or document as
well, in superlative condition and in a breadth and rich -
ness seldom encountered . But why did collectors and profes-
sionals alike gape at this collection incredulously? Be-
cause it was not an Austria collection, but rather a Liech-
tenstein (precursors of Austria used in the Principality)
collection : : Every piece shown carried a postmark of Liech-
tenstein, from the straightline VADUZ, the little thimble
cds of the same locality and the straightline of Balzers to
every strike of each postal facility in the Principality --
a delight of the first order to anyone's eyes . Some observ-
ers' hearts missed several beats, it is said : Too bad that
the owner does not want to show his treasures any more.
In LIBA's Competitive Class of exhibits there were on
display some of the most important collections on Liechtenstein,
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, many of them with frequent
previous philatelic honors . Among them should be mentioned
an airmail collection of Liechtenstein, a country without an
airport but the place of origin for mail that flew all over
the globe nevertheless.
In an overview such as this it is of course not possible to
discuss the contents of all 1600 frames on display . But it
should be mentioned that a visitor from the United States,
Dr . Stan Showalter (well known to all readers of Linn's) was
not only overwhelmed by the richness of the exhibits, but
also impressed by the fact that neither police,guards, nor
plainclothesmen seemed to be in evidence.
LIBA '82 really was unique, and everyone who had a hand in
bringing it off deserves a big thank you . In particular must
be mentioned Mr . Hugo Meier, the director of the Philatelic
Service of Liechtenstein and in charge of the press . He was
really supportive in every which way.

LI BA '82 - A REPORT (1i by a collhtor/bior
The tenth Liechtenstein Philatelic Exhibition, held in Vaduz
from July 31 to August 8, 1982, was judged to have been one
of the greatest affairs not only by the exhibitors, but also
by the many visitors . It must be pointed out that the suc-
cess did not derive from the sponsorship by the Liechten-
stein Government but rather because of the hard work of the
entire organization putting on this show . From the top man,
Mr. Paul Kindle, president of the committee, down to the
boys who sold the raffle tickets, all had the success of
the show on their minds -- and it paid off with all the
pieces fitting together and making LIBA 82 a memorable event.
The setting up of the 1500 frames occurred between July 28
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and 30 . Each exhibitor willing to mount his/her own exhib-
it was given a time most convenient to him and, with a
helper from the organization was able to do it without rushing.

The opening ceremony started with a musical selection by a
cello ensemble, followed with the opening speech by the
Liechtenst ein Government chief, Hans Brunhart and greetings
from Swiss, Austrian, and West German postal officials.

Despite the cloudy skies and later, rain, a big crowd
awaited the 11 a.m. opening -- and they kept coming all week in
droves to view the over 340 exhibits that were mounted in
Swiss PTT frames spread over six pavilions . Layout was ex-
cellent and lighting was great . The show divided as follows:
Official class: 9 exhibitors, 89 frames ; Court of Honor: 9
exh ., 90 fr . ; Noncompetitive: 3 exh ., 36 fr . ; Liechtenstein
stamps: 76 exh., 446 fr . ; Liechtenstein Air : 8 exh ., 45 fr.;
Austria : 13 exh., 80 fr . ; Switzerland : 19 exh ., 120 fr .;
Germany : 21 exh., 126 fr . ; Swiss/Germany Airs 10 exh .,70 fr.;

Topical/thematic : 48 exh .,306 fr . ; .Juniors: 21 exh ., 70 fr . ;
Jurys 2 exh ., 9 fr . ; Literature : 16 exhibits.

Official exhibits were entered by Luxemburg, Sweden Switz-
erland, West Germany, Austria, and Liechtenstein . Some of
the greatest exhibits were shown in the Court of Honor, in-
cluding an exhibit from the Cardinal Spelman Museum . And a
special tribute must go to the juniors for excellent displays.

Twelve dealer spaces were always busy. There was plenty of
space to write and talk, and a well-stocked restaurant was
open in the same building, offering delicious meals and
fine wine . -- The post offices of foreign nations were kept
busy all week, and the Liechtenstein show office had large
crowds waiting to be served, in fact selling out the show
souvenir cards and coins by the end of the week.

It was here that we found the only problem spot of the show:
The Liechtenstein p .o . was located directly by the entrance,
and with customers waiting in lines the space to enter the
show itself was sometimes crowded.

The Palmarés/Awards Dinner was held in the new and spacious
community building in Triesen. The rain stopped long enough
for one to enjoy the outdoors cocktail hour. The champagne
came from the wine cellars of the ruling family . The flower
decorated tables put everyone into a festive mood, and total
strangers became good friends that night . Notable were :good
food, short speeches, and humoristic and musical interludes.
The 14-man international jury did a thorough job to every-
one's satisfaction. 4 grand awards, 9 gold, 46 vermeil, 62
silver, 40 silver-bronze, 35 bronze, and 9 diplomas were
given out . US exhibitors, aside from the Spelman Museum,
were R .Schaelchli (Vaduz Castle topical :silver-bronze),and
M . Carne-Zinsmeister in the literature class (sliver-br .).

The festivities ended at 1 a .m. On August 8, 4 p .m . the ex-
hibition closed and the dismounting went as smoothly as the
mounting . At LIBA 82 one could see and learn a
lot, including "how to run a successful stamp show ." Rudy Schaelchli
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WHICH SWISS STAMPS SHOULD NOT BE BOUGHT

WITHOUT CERTIFICATION,

By K . E . Auf der Maur,

	

Bern, Switzerland.

In general, too many attestations are requested and issued for Swiss stamps
in the present time . Issuing attestations has become a business and two or
three truly excellent experts are inundated with ever more requests . Whether

or not that is good and helpful remains a very open question.

But the original question, asked by AHPS member Michael Blume in "TELL" of

April, 1982, remains of utmost importance even from the point of view of the
preceding statement only:

Attestations are needed for a variety of reasons and purposes stated in the
following table by letters standing for:

A - Expert falsifications produced by master craftsmen which are
recognized only by a true expert, thanks to his experience and

comparative material;

B - Primitive fakes and facsimile prints which can be recognized

by an advanced collector without trouble;

C - False cancellations and postmarks - a hot topic which has be-

come particularly virulent ever since the never hinged, "gum-
mitis" craze broke loose.

In addition to true cancellation falsifications, there exist

post factum cancellations applied with a regular, officially
issued hammer . Such manipulations are encountered on stamps

which were demonetized, or otherwise lost their validity for
paying postage . Quite often the cancellations applied are
backdated to fit the period of the stamps' validity.

Theoretically ALL stamps can exist with totally false or with posthumous
favor cancellations. (Note of the translator: valid postmarks on stamps not

used for postage, with gum on the back, and referred to in the United States

as CTO, or "favor" canceled, are not considered here .) A little bit of a detec-
tive's sixth sense and knowledge of one's stamps' background will aid any
collector . Here follow two examples . What is wrong with:

. .00 LUZ . . . is all that one can read of a cds on the stamps
of the PAX issue of 1945 ; and it is all that is needed:

Cancellation dates must be carefully observed, and many a can-
cellation manipulator has stumbled on that account alone . Pro-
bably the most famous example is found on the Pro Juventute

souvenir sheet of 1937, postmarked LUZERN 7 .XII .37.
What is wrong here? Think:

In order to challenge as many AHPS members as possible, we are organizing a

little contest . Send your own expert's opinion for the above 1 and 2 on a
postal card, with your address clearly shown, to Auf der Maur Stamps Ltd .,
P .O .B. 553, Westminster CA 92683, no later than (postmark date) the last
day of the month following the month of issue of TELL in which this article
appears . (Editor's note : THAT MEANS POSTMARK DATE OF OCTOBER 31 .)

From the correct replies to both "expert questions" four winners will be cho-

sen by a drawing, and the four winners will receive, each, a bonus check in
the amount of $ 16 ., good for or towards any future stamp buys at our store.

n
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In the following list an asterisk under letter "C", above, is shown only for
those issues where each and every postmark and cancellation must be checked:

We have not, at this time, taken into consideration two further criteria
which also may prove need for expertization and which also may be encountered
on ANY stamp issue.

D - Repairs and beautifications . Since these may occur on any stamp
it is simply a matter of common sense to inspect every acquisi-
tion carefully . I might add that I have found stamps, worth 104
in the catalog, with teeth fraudulently glued on, in circuits, etc.
Professional repairs, however, as a rule are found only on the
more valuable stamps.

E - Quality and condition quite naturally are an integral part of any
attestation or certificate . Because of professional vanity or ex-
cessive caution many stamp experts tend to list even the tiniest
and often insignificant faults, to the point that each collector
will have to establish his own criteria or standards in relation
to what he or she wishes to incorporate in his collection . Minute
and usually invisible errorlets or flyspecks, or "creaselets"
which are recognizable only electronically or by immersion in a
benzine bath, in my opinion are of no consequence for a collector.
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Since the above, most appreciated article discusses a collector's
avenues of getting his/her best stamps professionally expertized,
it might interest TELL's readers to hear of a new (German language
only) volume by Günter Künstler and Erwin Martner, called Falsch
oder echt? Die Briefmarken gefälscht werden und ,wie man Fälsch
en erkennt), or in English, False or Authentic? (How Stamps are
Faked and How one Recognizes Falsifications) . Published by Phila-
telie Leverkusen GmbH, 1981 . A review of this book recently was
published in Postgeschichte bulletin No. 10 (June 1982) edited by
AHPS member Hans Schwarzenbach, Limmatquai 72, CH-8001 Zürich where
the volume is available for about $17 . (including postage).

The Geneva Cantonal cover pictured above and showing the Geneva
postal stationery envelope number 07 I (Zumstein catalogue) is a
complete fake from A to Z meaning that the "stamp" imprinted on
the envelope is false, the "address" is fake, and the two "post-
marks" (rosette on stamp and 1848 Genève cds) are equally faked.

Since the item, if good, is valued at about $14,000, the faker
felt that it was worth going through the trouble producing it : But
any collector ever tempted to acquire such a piece at a "bargain
price" would have to be out of his mind to "just buy" it without
proper expertization.

Many collectors still believe that submitting any philatelic item
for expertization is unnecessary and expensive, but just think how
much more expensive it is to acquire a fake : And if an expert ad-
vises that something IS false you will only have to pay a minimal

,,fee for the expert's opinion and not a percentage of an authentic one

It is quite logical and understandable that fakers do not offer their manu-

factured wares in the home country ' s philatelic market because the probabi-

lity of being discovered is much bigger there.

An old Swiss proverb states that : the farther away from the guns, the al-

der the soldiers get:

The North American market is far removed from Switzerland and therefore with-

out danger for fakers of Swiss material . As a result collectors in this coun-

try must be extremely cautious.

One important factor centers on what is known in Europe as "American quality"

for stamps:

Well centered, average perforation, no big visible flaws . Discoloration, re-

perforation, slight scratches, thins and slight creases are of no objection.

And those criteria differ quite totally from those of a collector of Swiss

Stamps in Switzerland .

(Translated by Felix Ganz .)

A FAKE ? YOU BET ! !

	

Felix Ganz
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O F F I C I A L N O T I C E .

NOMINATIONS FOR ELECTED OFFICERS
The time for electing officers of the American Helvetia Phil-
atelic Society is rapidly approaching.

President Harlan Stone, in consultation with the appointed
Nomination Committee, composed of himself, Bill Lucas, How-
ard Bauman, and Felix Ganz, presents to the membership the
following, official list of proposed AHPS officers per 1983-
84s

	

Presidents Dale Eggen (NEV), currently vice-pres.
Vice-president : Dave Durham, (NY), currently regl.

director east (and appointed as Tell publisher)
Secretary : Richard T . Hall (MD), incumbent (apps .)
Treasurer : Frank Young (NY), incumbent
Regl .Director East : Rudy Schaelchli (NY)

Regl.Director MidwestlCentral: Ronald Buege (WI)
Regl .Director West : John Ballard (AZ), incumbent.

The membership of this society, according to the AHPS bylaws
(Section 5 : Elections) must elect its officers every two
years . An official ballot shall be prepared by the secretary
of the Society and distributed to the membership, separately
or as part of TELL.

Any three members, by written communication, individually,
to the secretary, and before October 31 of the current year,
may nominate additional candidates for elected office, and
blank spaces furthermore will be found on the official
ballot (to be distributed with the November issue of TELL) for

write-in candidates of a member's choice or preference.

Ballots then must be returned to the secretary within 25
days (in practice, this year that will be before Christmas)
so that the list of 1983-84 elected officers may be

published in the January, 1983 TELL.

The membership of this society therefore and herewith is re-
quested to exercise the right of additional nominating, if
desired.

Only members active in 1983 will be eligible to vote, and to
that end a 1983 dues notice will accompany the ballotin TELL

LAST - MINUTE	 INFORMATION ON AMPS AT CHICAGOPEX 1982:

Yes, there are at least two more exhibits : a revenue one, on
the Basel Police Stamps ; and one on Strubels (that makes two
Strubel exhibits) . -- Our own Charles LaBlonde will be an ap-
prentice judge (which at least will prevent the jury from con-
fusing Switzerland with Sweden, even though apprentices no
longer can vote and must leave that up to the 5 main judges).

We expect to have at least ONE table of AHPS-ers at the
banquet . -- The society host table still needs volunteers
for FRIDAY and early Sunday morning . -- The AHPS meeting on
Saturday will he from 1 :00 to 2 :30 p.m. on the fourteenth
floor of the Expocenter building, in the hotel . SEE YA ALL:
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The T -Party - No .6
By M. N . Thaler

THE CANTONAL STAMPS -- BASEL ; or B ' s IN YOUR BONNET:

I am glad to be back, and I hope you are glad to have me.
I am continuing with my discussion of the revenue stamps of
Switzerland.

It might be difficult for a general collector of Swiss
postage and related stamps to put together a complete col-
lection of the revenue stamps of Basel in addition to his
other philatelic activities . That is also true of the rev-
enue stamps of Bern . Accordingly, for those who would pay
no attention to this caveat look for B ' s in your bonnet.

There are so many revenue stamps for Basel and Bern that
I can only cover Basel here.

There are two Basels as most of you know, the one being
almost only the city and the other being called Basel-Land,
the area around the city . Basel-Stadt, the city canton, plus
the villages of Riehen and Bettingen, has an area of 37 sq.
kilometers which makes it the smallest of the cantons ; but
don't let that fool you when it comes to fiscal stamps.

The city of Basel has had a lot of importance throughout
its existence as the crossroads city of Switzerland and in
1501, together with its surrounding countryside, became a
canton of the Swiss Confederation . But in 1833 the peasants
revolted, won a battle over the city troops and then were
made into an independent half-canton by the federal diet.

The Schaufelberger catalogue has nine pages for the reve-
nue stamps of Basel-Stadt, the city half-canton, in sixteen
different categories . Many of these categories can become a
study career for their varieties as for example, the police
stamps which were issued from 1860 into the twenties . It
seems that the city fathers spent much of their time trying
to figure out how they could find different kinds o taxes
for the residents and for those who had business in the city.
I have an additional ten categories of Basel City canton rev-
enue stamps in my collection which are not listed by Schau-
felberger . I guess he had to draw the line somewhere.

It is not always easy to determine the purposes of the
Basel fiscal stamps . We can indicate some : travel tickets
on different kinds of conveyances ; taxes on the use of wood
to make gas ; children's school accident insurance ; workmen's
insurance ; bicycle licenses ; money exchange ; legal document
fees ; passports ; war taxes ; hospital taxes ; etc ., etc.

I suggest that a representative display of fiscal stamps
of Basel to accompany your postage stamps would make most
sense if it does not include a conglomerate of the Mickey
Mouse adhesives that Basel issued, but rather concentrates
on the most important ones . ( I hasten to assure other
fiscal collectors that I am not putting down the collecting of

all Basel revenues by those who do collect all -- example,
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myself . It is just not feasible for a general collector to
try to build a comprehensive collection of Basel to comple-
ment his principal interest .) Thus, I suggest the police
stamps of the nineteenth century, the general documentaries
or "Stempelmarken" which I believe are still in use, the ex-
change stamps and the so-called "Betreibungsamt " (public
collection agency) or business office stamps . Stamps of each
of these cate gories are not too difficult to find . Don't
try for a complete collection but just representative ones.
Of course if you get caught up with the flavor of revenue
collecting you'll begin to understand the problems of a

fiscal collector.
As you know, the emblem of Basel City is the left turning

bishop ' s crozier, black on a white background . The Basel-
Land emblem is also a bishop 's crozier, in red on a white
background, but it turns right and in addition has those
pimples (they stand for the half canton's districts) along
its top edge . The only stamp for Basel-Land listed in the
Schaufelberger catalogue is a worker's insurance fee stamp
issued in 1942 . If you can find one or two they are fine
for making the point that there are two Basel cantons . There
are other Basel-Land stamps such as border police fee stamps
but they look like small theatre tickets torn off a long
roll . They would not ornament your display unless you cannot
find the insurance fee stamps.

Any fiscal stamp display is greatly enhanced by the pre-
sence of documents showing stamp use . That is, of course,
true of Basel also . Such a document is the equivalent of a
cover to postal collectors because of the story it tells.
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The Fundamental Reorganization of the

Swiss Railway Schedule and its

Philatelic Implications, I .

	

Richard T . Hall

On May 23 of this year, the Swiss National Railways insti-
tuted a totally reorganized schedule for all the railways of
Switzerland . This new schedule is what is called a "regular-
interval timetable . " This fundamental change resulted in some
changes of a philatelic nature . These I will discuss later in
this article . First, let me describe what a "regular-interval
timetable " is and what is required to implement one . Then I ' ll
describe the new "Offizielles Kursbuch " or system timetable
which is the first real change in the Swiss rail system ' s time-
table since 1934 . This section may be of particular interest
to the "armchair " traveller . I ' ll then finish with a dis-
cussion of the impact of these changes on the collector of
Swiss stamps.

Regular-Interval Timetables

The basic feature of a regular-interval timetable is that
schedules repeat themselves on an hourly basis rather than a
daily basis . For example local service trains on line 700
between Basel and Zürich leave Basel at 14 minutes past the
hour every hour between 6 in the morning and 10 in the eve-
ning . In addition, express trains leave at 54 minutes past the
hour, every other hour, from 9 :54am to 7 :54pm . An advantage of
this sort of scheduling to the passenger is obvious, hedoesn't
have to memorize a complex schedule . Another advantage which
isn't so apparent is that connecting service is greatlyimproved.

The advantages of regular-interval scheduling to the rail
system operator are several . First, the system is easier to
operate because there are fewer variables, thus leading to
fewer chances for error . Secondly, such scheduling leads to
more efficient use of manpower and rolling stock . In fact, the
regular-interval schedule instituted in Switzerland allows for
an increase of 32% in the number of Inter-City and limited-stop
trains and a 12% increase in local-service trains, virtually
all without requiring any additional manpower or rolling stock:

Implementing a Regular-Interval Timetable

The first problem in implementing a regular-interval time-
table is finding where to begin . Fortunately for the Swiss
(unfortunately as will be seen later), the solution to this
problem was provided by the Deutsche Bundesbahn (DB) . The
Germans had instituted a regular-interval timetable for their
Inter-City trains in 1979 . The north-south international
trains of the DB funnel through Basel on the Gotthard Route;
these routes are ones about which the rest of the Swiss sched-
ule must revolve . Connecting schedules to these trains will
fix the schedules for local service.
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In setting up a regular-interval schedule there are many
factors which must be considered . Some of these are single and
double track sections, railroad line crossings, and platform
availability at busy stations . This latter factor determines
how many connecting trains can be in one station at a time.
Single and double track sections control the passing of a
slower train by a faster. Crossings must be considered for obvious

reasons . With 2,918 route miles in the Swiss Federal Railway
system and another 1,427 route miles on the privately-owned
railway systems, figuring out a regular-interval schedule is no
mean feat.

A device used in constructing a complex train schedule is a
"Netzgraphik" which is a schematic representation of the route
network . The Netzgraphik for the Inter-City -- the limited-
stop, crack express trains of the line -- is shown in Figure
1 . The principal international line, the Gotthard Route, can
be traced from Basel to Zürich to Chiasso . The principal fron-
tier crossings are shown with the initials of the connecting
country's rail line . For example, at Basel you can transfer to
the French rail line, Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer
Française (SNCF), or to the German line, Deutsche Bundesbahn
(DB) . Through Domodossola and Chiasso you can transfer to the
Italian line, Ferrovie dello Stato Italia (FS) . In Buchs (SG)
you can join the Austrian rail line, Österreichische Bundesbahn
(ÖBB).

The principal internal line can be traced from Genève to
Bern to Zürich to St . Gallen . The solid lines indicate hourly
or two-hourly service in the new regular-interval timetable.
The. dashed lines indicate lines with up to 5 trains per day.
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BOOK REVIEW
THE RAILWAY POST OFFICES OF SWITZERLAND, by Anthony M.

Goodbody. Published 1982 by the Mobile Post Office Society
as No.2 in the International TPO Markings Series . Price $5.
postpaid . Order from MPOS, 5030 Aspen Dr ., Omaha NEB 68157.

Roy L. Christian, in an article series in the British Hel-
vetia Newsletter and in the British TPO and Seapost Society
Journal started its Alfred Müller (in German) in the Berner
Briefmarkenzeitung, (and later published as a separate print
by Zumstein in Bern -- still available) and this reviewer
(in English) in TELL of the AHPS, about five years
ago, continued and updated it; and now we have, based on these three

pathfinders, plus Dr. Goodbody's own research and several
people's help, a slim, concise and very well produced vol-
ume which will be of great help to a collector of Swiss RPO
(in British English : TPO) markings from the beginnings in
about 1858 to the present.

Biggest boon of this publication are the two appended maps
showing lines of the Swiss Federal Railways and the private
lines, respectively, which used "named" RPO cancellations,
i .e . : circular date strikes (cds) with the starting and end
points of a line mentioned in the cds . Thus you can see
where these sometimes tiny and short lines traveled.

There are some decent reproductions of postal cars as well.
The text is typewritten and contains a series of dumb typo-
graphical errors which could have been eliminated . Of almost
equal complication is the author's unfortunate choice (in
this reviewer's opinion) to give town names on these cds in
British spelling instead of in the way they are given on the
cancellations themselves . The author reasons that out, but
not very convincingly.

The strongest parts of this 26 page publication are sections
dealing with what the author calls "Periods I and 3," in
effect the lists alphabetically enumerating the lines using
named RPO strikes . Incomplete and quite weak is "Period 2"
where several basic types, or recut, and thus new types,
are not listed . Likewise, the few straightlines, such as
BASEL- MAILAND, known to have been used on RPOs on mail, are
not illustrated, and the entire story of town straightlines
affixed to Swiss railway mail, to show the point of posting
on the train, is too brief to give a collector much back-
ground . Of some help -- if for no other reason than to
illustrate the enormous difficulties (and yet unexplored are-
as) of Swiss RPO cds collecting -- are two listings explain-
ing the numbers of "unnamed" RPO lines' eds . Inasmuch as
these numbers could change twice a year (many did
not, however) a collector still is "up a tree" until someone pub-
lishes archival material for each new Swiss timetable for
a period of about 45 years : : -- But as a whole, especially
for the recommended sections, this book will help a lot . FG
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New Postmarks, and Office Changes
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erwin's mailbox
" CTO " CANCELLATION

Raymond E . Posch submitted the

following questions:

"Which type of cancellations should I

collect?
Those CTO **, those which are *, or

those without any gum?

Is there any difference in price?

The o catalog price in the HELVETIA

is referring to which type?

I do hope that Erwin will be able

to help me out ."

-------------------------------------

Dear Raymond,

Any canceled stamps should be free of

gum: I do not remove the gum from CTÖ

as this provides extra work . There is

no difference in price.

o HELVETIA prices are for clean, nice
copies, postally used or CTO is noth-

ing to speak of.

-------------------------------------

I know that in the United States "CTO"

has a somewhat notorious tinge . I am

sorry to say that this is due to very

superficial, unobjective information

about cancellations through the American philatelic bible.Naturally it is

impossible to give full explanations

on eleven lines, especially if one is

very poor at philatelic terminology:

1: Fake cancels.

Cancellations by unauthorized persons

with intent to defraud, applied with

forged hammers, on cheap mint stamps

to get an upvalued canceled item.

(Swiss Sitting Helvetia 1881/1882 on

granite paper .)

2: Garble cancels.

Cancellations illegally applied, with

official original hammer, often ante-
dated to show the right period of use

on stamps after expiration of postal

validity.

(Helvetia 1881/82 - Juventute I-III .)

3 : Favor cancels.

a - Cancellation of remainders (after

demonetization of the issue) through

post authorities or with official ap-
proval, using more or less regular

official postmarks.

b - Cancellations during time of vali-

dity with special hammers especially

made for such purposes . Design often

slightly different from regular post-

marks.

c- For "philatelic " purposes progres-

sive post authorities are producing

stamps with already imprinted cancel-

lations .

	

To avoid detection by the

presence of gum, these manufacturers

even use the cheaper ungummed paper,

printing such raw material for the

stamp packet industry and the commer-
cial approval and circuit services.

Such "favor canceled, fancy pictures"

generally sell at prices which have

no connection with the imprinted face

values.

(No favor cancels on Swiss stamps :)

4 : Regular cancels.

Including all cancellations deriving

from ordinary postal services.

5 : Special cancels.

These are official postmarks used by

temporary post offices to provide de-

posed mail with a distinguished, il-

lustrated souvenir-cancel.
Mobile Post Offices use additional

cancels next to their regular postmark.
-------------------------------------

According to common international

standards the term "CTO" does not exist:

CTO is the abbreviation for an action

you may request from your postmaster.

If, by request, he will apply a nice

cds on your mail, that's "philatelic

customer service" also called "CTO"!

AUF DER MAUR AARBERGERGASSE 19 CH 3011 BERN SWITZERLAND /
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BOOKMARKS By Dale Eggen

One of the objectives of AHPS's Swiss Philatelic Literature
Research Group (SPLRG) is to identify both philatelic libraries
and libraries with substantial philatelic literature content
and give some insight regarding the libraries contents as it may
be of interest to the Swiss philatelist . (For SPLRG efforts,
the term "library" in its use implies a collection with free and
public access .) As the SPLRG feels that research is paramount
in the generation of quality Swiss philatelic literature, this
library identification effort of SPLRG is an implied mandate
under SPLRG's charter to "promote research and the generation
of literature in the field of Swiss philately ."

The SPLRG presently has no one to pursue comprehensive and
concentrated efforts in fulfilling this library identification
objective .. For those members of AHPS who may be interested
in becoming members of the work oriented SPLRG, this is an
opportunity in which you maybe interested . If so, please write
Jim Dail, 705 Chapelview Drive, Odenton, Maryland 211'13.

A specific library that may be of interest to our Southern
California members is the library of the Philatelic Society of
Los Angeles . This society maintains a philatelic library which
is housed in the Culver City Library, 4975 Overland Avenue,
Culver City, California . At present, the society is indexing
the periodicals on its shelves with the task about 50 per cent
completed. At this stage, they have 58 listings under the main
heading of "SWITZERLAND" with entries under second level
breakdown headings as follows:

Second
Level
Heading

Number
of

Entries

Second
Level
Heading

Number
of

Entries

Airmail 1. Paper 1.
Cantons, Cities 8 Postage Dues 1
Essays 1 Postal History 13
Forgeries 2 Postal Markings 3
Hotels 1 Postal Stationary 4
Issues 1 Revenues 8
Overprints 2

For those wishing additional information and not being able to
visit the Culver City Library in person, please write to
Mr. Elmer A . Kell, Jr., Librarian; The Philatelic Society of Los
Angeles, Inc . ; Post Office Box 2217 ; Culver City; California
902 30 .

-30-
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Swiss Primer
FOR STAMP COLLECTORS AND PHILATELISTS

In this column (the take-over of which has been sort of pro-
mised by one of our Society 's former officers) basic terms
applying to Swiss philately will be discussed . Requests for
the discussion of specific Terms should be directed to the
editor on a postal card, with the word "Primer" added.

1 : HELVETIA.
Name of the mythical lady who often is called "The Mother

of Switzerland ." Her name appears in the first line of one
of the country's national anthems, "Hail Thee, Helvetia,"
sung on the same tune as "God Save the Queen (King) ."

The country's name derives from the Celtic tribe called the
HELVETII who inhabited considerable parts of what now is re-
ferred to as Schweiz / Suisse / Svizzera/Switzerland . When the
Helvetii decided to move south, across the Alps, they were
promptly defeated by one Julius Caesar and told to go home.
Descendants of these Helvetii still live in the area, though
intermingled by centuries of intermarriage with their later
conquerors, the Burgundians in the west, and the Alemans in
the center and the east (except for the Grisons region where
the RHAETII, the original dwellers, interbred with retired
Roman legionnaires sent to the Roman Empire's northern nat-
ural border as settlers and sort of civil defense guards).

When, several centuries later, the inhabitants of the val-
leys of Uri, Schwyz and the two Unterwaldens secretly united,
late in the thirteenth century, and then successfully kicked
out their Austrian oppressors' (Hapsburgs) sheriffs, etc .,
the CONFOEDERATIO HELVETICA was born . This (original) Latin
country name appears on one modern Swiss stamp, the Bundes-
feier (National Fate) single of 1939.

The country grew, until 1515, by adding consecutively the
following free (independent) areas of Luzern, Zürich, Glarus,
Zug, Bern (plus subjugated territories), Fribourg, Solothurn,
Basel, Schaffhausen and the two Appenzell regions . After the
Napoleonic occupation years, these formerly unfree areas be-
came full-fledged, independent cantons : Aargau, Thurgau, Ti-
cino, Vaud, Graubunden/Grischun/Grigioni (Grisons), St .Gal-
len (in 1803), and in 1815 the former republics of Genève
and Valais/Wallis as well as the Prussian principality of
Neuchâtel/Neuenburg. In 1833 Basel split into city and land.

In 1848, after a brief civil war (with religious over- and
undertones) Switzerland as we know her today (except for the
recent "divorce" of the Jura from Bern) came into existence.
A unified, federal monetary system soon replaced the maze of
cantonal coinage rights and currencies, and in 1850 the first
federal stamp issue, known as "Rayons," was issued.
Switzerland's first stamps did not feature the country's name
but rather the Swiss coat of arms (white cross in red shield)
in the "Rayons" and Mother Helvetia in the "Strubel" series.

When the perforated Seated Helvetia issue was issued in 1862,
it featured, for the first time, the generic nameHELVETIA.FG
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WeIcomecome, New Members !
Secretary Gary Hall and treasurer Frank Young have reported
the following new, members :

About forty more new members will be listed next month . If
your name is misspelled, or if you have been assigned a dif-
ferent membership number than the one appearing above, we
abjectly apologize ; but we had to work from a xerox of a
xerox of a xerox from a handwritten list on foolscap paperi

If your name IS misspelled, please report it at once to the
editor pro tem, and we shall do you proper justice.
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R E S U L T S 0 F

	

A U C T I O N N 0 . 5 0

Dear Fellow Members:

I continue to seek material for the upcoming auctions.
Lots consisting of top quality covers, sets and singles
seem to sell best . Specialty material is particularly de-
sirable . Please either write, describing your lots, or
forward directly to : William R . Lucas, P .O .Box 2067, Glen
Ellyn, IL 60137.

Thanks to the bidders and sellers for their understand-
ing and cooperation in auction i50 -- my first as auction
manager . Listed below are the prices realized:
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